SILICONE
See other installation options on website for using: Instant Adhesive - Velcro - Screws

USE ONLY: “Silicone rubber sealant” ... must be fresh!
Do NOT use adhesives like - Liquid Nails, Contact Cement, LePage PL, Polyseamseal etc.
BoingSafety product warranty is voided if non-approved adhesive is used.

Tools/Equipment: Silicone + Caulking Gun (300 ml) + Cleaning Rag + Solvent
Example: GE Clear

1. Ensure that non-porous surfaces are clean and dry (painted or unpainted)
   ★ Works on Sheetrock/Drywall/Gyprock /Concrete block/Ceramic tile/Metal/Wood etc.
   ★ Make sure that painted surfaces are not flaking ..... or the silicone will pull off.
   ★ Seal/Waterproof moist/damp areas (see Waterseal info below)

2. Wipe down “inside” part of the foam padding to remove any possible leftover mold release
   • use any good cleaning solvent or isopropyl alcohol

3. Cutting to Size
   • all non-aluminum Boing products can be cut to size with a very sharp, thin blade knife.
     Option: If you want a custom fit with no exposed foam:
     • measure the total space to be covered
     • cut out a piece from the center of the Boing pad equal to the excess length
     • re-connect the 2 remaining sections

4. Apply silicone to the back side of the wall pad, corner strip, jumbo guard
   • start with a bead around the outer edge
   • keep the perimeter bead about 1/4” from the edge
   • add more silicone in a Zig Zag pattern

5. Attach to surface after applying silicone:
   • immediately place the strip or corner or wall pad in the location you desire
   • make any last minute positioning adjustments
   • press a little harder all over the panel/strip to ensure a good bond
   • for panel, press 30-60 seconds, corner strip or corner guard, press 20-30 seconds
   • as necessary, temporarily secure the safety padding until the silicone cures

6. Best to “seal” any exposed foam with a thin film of silicone adhesive

7. Add a small “bead” of silicone around outer edges to limit attempts to peel off.
   • clean off any excess silicone - see Silicone Removal on website FAQ’s

8. Do not touch for at least 12 hours (24 hours to fully cure)

DAILY/WEEKLY CLEANING & MAINTENANCE:
Use any general household cleaner + soft cloth
Do not use harsh abrasive scrubbing agents
Do not use strong chemicals like Citrus spray or Bleach

SILICONE REMOVAL
DAP “Silicone-Be-Gone” (see DAP website for store locations)
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* The aluminum reinforced corner strips are generally attached with screws (provided)